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Adding Intelligence to Control
Joseph Julicher, Microchip Technology

There are few applications addressed by integrated
electronics that don't require some modest form of pow-
er regulation, be that a simple current/voltage supply or
a more sophisticated and optimised solution. However,
with an increased focus on efficiency at every level it is
becoming common to extend the simple to include some
form of intelligence. Even a relatively unsophisticated
control algorithm can deliver performance benefits such
as reduced power consumption, while with a little more
effort any device can now include more advanced fea-
tures such as maximum power tracking, refined battery
charging, environmentally aware settings and improved
fault tolerance.

This is a perfect scenario for low-cost microcontrollers,
even the smallest device is now powerful enough to ex-
ecute complex algorithms, while providing machine- and
human-interfaces. The ability to accommodate some
form of standardised communication interface, such as
SMbus, LIN or Ethernet adds another level of value.

Risk & Reward

A "low risk" method of making power smarter is to sim-
ply monitor the supply using an MCU and relay the pa-
rameters it measures to a back-system over some form
of communication interface. This approach needs mini-
mal additional components and design effort; typically

restricted to adding some method for sensing the vol-
tage, current and perhaps temperature. Monitoring other
parameters, such as duty cycle or supply frequency, will
allow more sophisticated control over power-specific fea-
tures including voltage levels.

There exist a number of Switched Mode Power Supply
ASSPs that offer a method of modifying its functionality
based on decisions made through measuring critical pa-
rameters. It offers a simple way to increase efficiency
and is a task that can be handled by a wide range of
microcontrollers; serial interfaces effectively enable an

MCU to modify the functionality of the power supply
based on monitored parameters.

A further benefit of this approach is that the power sup-
ply itself remains under the control of the SMPS ASSP,
which means the design team need not have any specif-
ic power supply design knowledge beyond
understanding the parameters available for
modification, and the affect of that; the key
control theory remains the domain of the
SMPS engineer.

The next step along the implementa-
tion curve - and one that offers potential
cost savings - is to integrate the SMPS
ASSP and MCU functionality in to a sin-
gle device. It is increasingly possible to
achieve this in a high-performance MCU
that is closely integrated to a fast sam-
pling ADC; an approach that affords a
fully digital, all-software implantation. Of
course, this approach incurs the need for greater
SMPS design expertise, and the overall performance
will be related to how much processing power the
MCU can deliver (often limited by system-level power
requirements).

The Hybrid Approach

The middle-ground between the two sce-
narios described above is what some term
the Hybrid Approach. In this case, a mixed-
signal controller which integrates the nec-
essary analogue peripherals are, again, ful-
ly integrated and one such device is the
PIC16F753. This device features an oper-
ational amplifier, slope compensator, DAC,
comparators and PWM controller in a sin-
gle 14-pin MCU.

Each of the peripherals is programma-
ble, allowing them to be combined in a
variety of ways to create a large num-
ber of current mode power supplies. As
they are software-controlled, configura-
tion is dynamic, allowing it to adapt to changing pow-
er supply conditions. This could see the device con-
figured to operate as a hysteretic controller with a
simple firmware feed-forward regulator when in
standby mode, but allowing the supply to be quickly
reconfigured for continuous current mode at a differ-
ent operating frequency when more power is de-
manded.

Because the supply's control resides en-
tirely within the MCU there is no need for
additional components to be added later in
the design cycle, which has the added ben-
efit of both simplifying the design and low-
ering the component count. Furthermore,
as the solution is fully integrated the firm-
ware has total visibility of the power supply
parameters without significantly changing
the design process, while the communica-
tions and intelligence interface can be de-
veloped and verified by the power supply
engineering team.

A typical power supply based on the
PIC16F753 is shown in Figure 1; most im-
plementations are minor variations of a
common SMPS configuration. The Com-
plementary Output Generator produces a
complementary output with a programma-
ble deadband from rising and falling inputs, while the
CCP is configured to produce a programmable frequen-
cy rising edge. The comparator, C1, produces the fall-
ing edge when the current exceeds the output of the
slope compensator. The CCP and C1 can be combined
to create a maximum duty cycle, which is needed by
some topologies such as boost, flyback and SEPIC.
The operational amplifier, OPA, is used to provide

feedback and compensation, while the DAC is used to
provide the Op Amp's reference (although the Fixed
Voltage Reference, FVR, can also be used if program-
mable levels are not required). The slope compensator
can be reset by the comparators or the COG, and it

uses a programmable current sink to decay a pre-
charged capacitor (in this case, the charge level is set
by the OPA).

This is a relatively simple configuration and Figure 2
shows an example of it operating as a boost supply reg-
ulating current in a LED string. The flowcharts in Figure

3a through 3c depict the levels of intelligence that can
be added once it has been configured, allowing it to tar-
get a range of applications.

Conclusion

The addition of intelligence to a power supply has
far-reaching benefits and can either be achieved sim-
ply, by adding an MCU, or more comprehensively by
using a more capable, fully integrated solution such as

a high-performance dsPIC or mixed-signal MCU that
integrates all the performance and peripherals needed
to realise a sophisticated single-chip SMPS. However
it is delivered, smart power has the potential to impact
significantly on electrical device operation and - more
importantly - efficiency. With today's highly capable,
low-cost and fully integrated solutions, adding intelli-
gence has never made more sense.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3a

Figure 3b

Figure 3c
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IWE Istanbul Water Expo 2016 will present
smart water solutions

The first and only B2B event in Turkey focusing entire-
ly on the water and wastewater industry - IWE Istanbul
Water Expo - will take place on September 1-3 this year.
The Istanbul Water and Wastewater Treatment Tech-
nologies Exhibition and Conference will bring together a
comprehensive range of the latest technologies and de-
velopments in sustainable utilization of water resources,
water management, water and wastewater treatment
and reuse of water on the same platform.

One of the main global issues the event is concerned
with is the need to use domestic and industrial water
more efficiently due to the rapid reduction in renewable
water resources. The increasing population, global
warming, groundwater depletion, urbanization, industri-
alization, requirement for new infrastructure and inade-
quate resource management also urges the need for
sustainable water systems all around the globe. Howev-
er, since treatment of wastewater for re-use requires bet-
ter infrastructure and engaging new technologies, these
aspects will also be inspected at Istanbul Water Expo
2016. The forum is open for exhibitors and visitors inter-
ested in chemical water treatment, physical treatment,

disinfection and deodorization, sewage pre-treatment,
biological treatment, clarification systems, desalinations
systems, sludge treatment and other water treatment.

The event organizers from ITE Turkey list the coun-
try's well developed IT and satellite systems, the avail-
ability of qualified and experienced human resources,
the well-informed of environmental issues municipalities,
as well as the laws and legislations that comply with EU
standards as some of the main competitive advantages
of the country. Exhibitors will also benefit from Turkey's
accelerated economic growth and increase of national
financial resources, potential for self-financing for utili-
ties projects, strong nationwide communication and pub-
licity channels, and many other factors.

In 2014, Turkey was ranked the 24th most attractive
foreign direct investment destination and is projected to
be the 9th largest economy in the world by 2050. Turkey
is also one of the largest markets of the world for water
and wastewater solutions according to EU reports. An
estimated EUR 33,9 billion will be invested until 2023 for
new and rehabilitation projects.

Source: ITE Turkey

Turkey's current water amount per capita is around
1,500-1,750 m3 which is expected to drop to a critical
level of 1,042 m3 in 2030 when the population is to
reach 87 million.

According to country reports, 58% of Turkey's environ-
mental expenditures goes to water sector investments.
The number of water treatment facilities in Turkey is 258
and there are treatment facilities in 124 of 215 Orga-
nized Industrial Zones (OIZs). However, an increase in
private sector investments is expected as result of the
laws and regulations for new and rehabilitation waste-
water treatment plants in OIZs.

"It is possible to meet the 10% industrial and agricultural
water requirements by collecting and reuse of rainwater.
Plenty of projects to obtain water from sea are also in their
preparation phase," point out the organizers from ITE Tur-
key. "Rehabilitation of the existing treatment plants in in-
dustrial areas is required as 20% of the water used con-
tains biological, chemical and physical pollution which ex-
ceeds the critical limit. The country's goal is to increase
the current 35% utilization rate of water reused in manu-
facturing industry to over 50% in 10 years time."

Source: ITE Turkey

Source: ITE Turkey

The European Mining Business Forum 2016:
Investments for Sustainable Development

The fourth edition of the European Mining Business
Forum (EMBF) will be held on September 13th this year
in Hilton Hotel, Sofia. The event will put the main pillars
of the European Minerals and Raw Industry - economic,
environment, and social responsibility - in the core of its
discussions. The conference is under the aegis of H.E.
Temenuzhka Petkova, Minister of Energy of the Repub-
lic of Bulgaria. The main organizers are the Bulgarian
Chamber of Mining and Geology (BCMG), the Ministry
of Energy of the Republic of Bulgaria and the Eurom-
ines. Engineering Review Magazine and the Industry
Info e-portal are one of the event's media partners.

The aim of the forum is to provide the participants
some new solutions for achieving the sustainable devel-
opment of their organizations. The event provides excel-
lent platform for discussions, policy debate, b2b meet-
ings, as well as best practices sharing.

Since 2010 every two years the conference has been
gathering government and business representatives, EU of-
ficials, local and regional government, investors, consult-
ants and experts, academia, and media. All of them share
knowledge and network for the sake of the mining sector.

"The EMBF is the place for high level meetings be-
tween institutions and investors in Southeast Europe.
With such a targeted event, the mining sector demon-
strates is maturity and responsibility, as well as it re-
confirms its engagement for sustainable development",
said eng. Ivan Andreev, Executive Director of BCMG.

The forum's conference program will reflect the world
trends in the raw materials sector and take into consid-
eration the specifics of the SEE Region and Bulgaria

itself. EMBF will also provide raw
materials market analyses and risk
evaluation of the large-scale invest-
ments in the context of the low pric-
es of the metals. There is a direct
link between these topics and the
competitiveness of the minerals and
raw materials industry on both na-
tional and European levels. The
program will focus on the global pro-
cesses such as the slowdown of the
resources import in China, as well
as on the threats coming from grant-
ing its status as a market economy.

The European dimension in the
program is complemented by the
topics of the reindustrialization of
Europe and the needed place of the
mining industry in this process. The
extraction from local sources has an implication on a
variety of microeconomic factors. The most tangible one
for the local residents is the improvement of the quality
and standard of living. There are plenty of opportunities
for a positive interaction between the investor and the
local community.

Horizon 2020 - the program for new business opportu-
nities and innovation exchange of the European Innova-
tion Partnership (EIP) - will show the direct link of the
aforementioned topics and Europe's reindustrialization.
It relies on innovation as the only solution for the sus-
tainable development of the industry. The 20th century

is concerned with how to continue utilizing the resources
in a responsible and sustainable way. The mining indus-
try strives to benefit all, including the environment by
protecting it and investing in its re-cultivation after the
mining is complete.

Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria, expects strong interest in
the leading companies' best practices presentations.
The combination of innovation and best practices repre-
sents one of the distinctive features of the mining indus-
try. It shows the development of the sector in both tech-
nological and organizational terms, and its focus on fu-
ture resources supply.

Source: BCMG
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Intelligent light-weight
construction and additive

manufacturing to be central
at Z & Intec 2017

The next edition of the successful international
trade fair duo for machine tools, manufacturing and
automation Z & Intec will be held on March 7 to 10
2017. The organizers from Leipziger Messe have al-
ready begun the preparations for this iteration and
exhibitor registration is officially open; currently,
there are more confirmed exhibitor registrations for
the next iteration of Intec than there were in the
same reference point for the prior event, said
Leipziger Messe officials. In 2015, Intec and Z intro-
duced the optimized hall concept which featured an
improved layout, allowing visitors to easily move
through and around the exhibition halls. This fea-
ture was received positively and will be utilized
again for both trade fairs in 2017, and two thirds of
the entire ultra-modern Leipzig exhibition center will
be made available the events.

Intec and Z 2017 will place a great amount of at-
tention on modern technological trends and will fo-
cus more on subject areas such as light-weight con-
struction, Industry 4.0, resource-efficient production,
automation and additive manufacturing, shared
Leipziger Messe representatives. These topics will
be further explored within specialized programs
such as conferences, special exhibits and interna-
tional workshops. Many innovative trends for ma-
chine tool construction, automation and manufactur-
ing technology will be the focal point of the wide-
ranging specialized program and will be highlighted
during the special exhibits.

"We attach great importance to offering a user-ori-
ented specialized program for topics that drive the
industry. For instance, we examine the latest devel-

Source: Leipziger Messe

Source: Leipziger Messe

Source: Leipziger Messe

Source: Leipziger Messe

opments which are predominant features both of the
exhibition and specialized program, for instance the
topic Industry 4.0," shared the Leipziger Messe
Project Director Kersten Bunke.

The proven concept of the trade fair duo will be
kept unchanged as Z & Intec will cover the entire
process and customer chain in production in 2017;
guests and exhibitors alike will be able to leverage
the resulting synergy effects. The organizers from
Leipziger Messe expect many internationally active
companies, qualified specialists for complete pro-
duction solutions, as well as innovative suppliers
to present their product innovations when the Intec
and Z fairs open the exhibition center's doors to
the public.

"Intec and Z both have clear and independent pro-
files. Together they cover the entire process and
customer chain in production, which benefits exhibi-
tors and visitors. This explains the popularity and
attractiveness of the trade fair duo. The good regis-
tration figures have already allowed us to begin in
May with the placement of stands for the Intec,"
commented Dr. Deliane Traber, Executive Director
of Leipziger Messe.

One of the already announced specialized pro-
gram events are the integrated symposium on "In-
telligent light-weight construction: technologies - ap-
plications - potential", which concentrates on the
current state of development for industrial applica-
tions, as well as the "Additive manufacturing" tech-
nology forum, combining a high-caliber, user-orient-
ed symposium with an exhibit outlining the wide-
ranging potential of the new production options.
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How Intel is enabling Internet of Things

Arkadiusz Hruszowiec,
Business Development Manager at Intel Corporation,

for the South-East European Industrial Market magazine

What would you say "makes up"
the Internet of Things? Are the
devices themselves and their in-
teroperability central to the IoT?

At Intel we perceive IoT as a whole ecosystem
consisting of various elements and we are in a
unique position because we are able to deliver
all ingredients of any end-to-end solution from
devices with sensors gathering data, gateways
sending data to the cloud, to datacenters that
are required to analyze enormous amounts of
information in order to bring value out of it.
Stand-alone, unconnected devices without eco-
system support are not able to provide real busi-
ness value to companies. Furthermore it is cru-
cial to ensure that those key elements constitut-
ing Internet of Things (sensors, gateways, data
center, connectivity and software) are properly
secured and able to be remotely managed.

What benefits does the Intel Inter-
net of Things Solutions Alliance
offer to its members?

With more than 400 members, the Intel Inter-
net of Things Solutions Alliance includes lead-
ing solution and service providers from a broad
range of industries. Partnering with Intel Internet
of Things Solutions Alliance members can help
you reduce risk and lower development costs.
Members benefit from early access to road-
maps, test platforms, and design support. This
helps them innovate with the latest technologies
to give you first-in-market solutions you can use
to stay ahead of your competition. What is really
important - members collaborate closely with In-
tel and each other to release optimized, interop-
erable solutions based on the latest Intel pro-
cessors. Their proven, tested products mean
faster time to market. Currently there are more
than 5,000 solutions based on Intel technology -
from component-level products, such as boards
and software, to fully integrated systems. This
elements are ready to fulfill practically every per-
formance and form factor requirement.

You're also one of the founders of
the Industrial Internet Consor-
tium, which has been developing
rapidly since its establishment in
2014. What are your objectives for
2016?

The Industrial Internet Consortium has three
major deliverables and activities: Worldwide har-
monization of an E2E IoT architecture frame-
work. IIC is meeting with Industry 4.0, working in

ISO/IEC JTC1 Working Group
10, IEEE, NIST, CAICT, and
other standards organizations
to normalize taxonomy/termi-
nology and harmonize archi-
tecture frameworks.

IIC will also be issuing a Se-
curity Framework publication
that bolts onto the Architecture
Framework publication that is
now open to the public via the
IIC website. Additionally, IIC
has 40 testbeds in the pipeline,
this is a big effort of the organi-
zation to get these testbeds op-
erational. Some of these will be
showcased at IoT Solutions
World Congress in Barcelona
in October 2016.

Industrial Internet of
Things has made it
possible for tech-
niques such as pred-
icative maintenance
to be developed and
implemented. Can you elaborate
on the model's essence and ben-
efits?

A key use case for IoT is predictive mainte-
nance: the ability to accurately diagnose and
prevent failures in real time is a major advan-
tage for companies and is vital for critical infra-
structure applications. A failure of high-tech ma-
chinery and equipment can prove to be highly
expensive in terms of repair costs, in addition to
lost productivity from the resulting downtime.
Typically, technicians have been sent to carry
out routine diagnostic inspections and preven-
tive maintenance according to fixed schedules,
which can be a costly and labour-intensive pro-
cess with little assurance that failure will not oc-
cur between inspections. One example in the re-
newable energy sector is a wind farm - and in
the extreme case, an offshore farm. Wind tur-
bine systems contain a great deal of technology,
including a generator, a gearbox, and a multi-
tude of electronics, including control systems to
adjust blade pitch and so on. If any element fails
- due to dust build up or cumulative vibrations,
for example - the remote location means the re-
pair cost will be extremely high. In addition, giv-
en that weather will always be a significant fac-
tor in this particular example, a turbine may not
be producing electricity for some time. However,

on-site sensor-equipped systems can collect
data from multiple turbines, not just a single tur-
bine, enabling failure analysis to be performed
to predict when a system or component is likely
to malfunction due to stress or overheating, and
thereby enabling better operator or autonomous
decision-making for maintenance. For example,
if there is a high likelihood of the gearbox break-
ing down within a turbine, then switching to a
lower performance mode and a reduced me-
chanical load, while still delivering 80 percent ef-
ficiency, could mean continued operation and
further electricity generation for several weeks.
This would allow scheduled maintenance that
combines the repair and maintenance of more
than just one turbine.

What kind of devices in your opinion
will benefit the most from the IoT?

It is not stand-alone devices which will benefit
from IoT, but by becoming smart and connected
ingredients of an IoT system, they will benefit
whole segments of economy. Take for example
farming. If a plough is able to gather accurate data
about soil, it will later enable targeted use of fertil-
izers or pesticides only in these places where they
are needed and also in the right quantities. This
will clearly not only reduce the cost of producing
food but also increase its efficiency.
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From IoT to Reality
Internet of Things Solutions That Get Results

A major factor in the adoption of any technology is return
on investment (ROI). Businesses want to see gains in pro-
ductivity, efficiency, revenue streams, and other value-pro-
ducing facets of business. When a technology has no track
record, businesses base their decision to adopt it on careful
analysis of its potential for delivering positive results. Such
has been the case for the Internet of Things (IoT) - until now.

In this article, we look at how reference designs and tech-
nology building blocks from Intel and members of the In-
tel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance enable compa-
nies to develop end-to-end IoT solutions. We consider the
way these building blocks are evolving to help create more
powerful and efficient solutions for collecting data. We also
discuss how implementations using these building blocks
deliver real ROI.

The Internet of Things
While references to the "Internet of Things" can be found

as early as 1999, mainstream interest began around 2008
when things connected to the Internet began to outnumber
people. Today, the IoT is growing rapidly and its technolo-
gies are more mature. But businesses on the sidelines still
have concerns. They want to know that all the necessary
technologies are in place. They want to see how these tech-
nologies scale to form operation-wide, end-to-end solutions.
Most importantly, they want to see how these solutions gen-
erate value.

A Platform Designed for Results
To help original equipment manufacturers, developers,

software vendors, and system integrators bring IoT vi-
sions to reality and win more business, Intel and the Alli-
ance offer a comprehensive set of products and services
based on the Intel® IoT Platform. This platform includes
IoT reference architectures for connecting legacy and
smart devices, as well as a product portfolio of IoT-ready
technologies from Intel and its ecosystem. The result is
an easily customized IoT foundation for implementing
end-to-end solutions.

The platform provides a blueprint for delivering innova-
tions to market faster by reducing complexity and defining
how smart devices will securely connect and share trusted
data to the cloud. Multinational enterprise software compa-
ny SAP* is already applying this new Intel IoT Platform,
along with its SAP HANA Cloud Platform*, to develop com-
prehensive IoT enterprise end-to-end solutions.

Recently the platform has beed updated. A new product
added to the platform portfolio is the Trusted Analytics Plat-
form (TAP). This open-source project initiated by Intel sim-
plifies and accelerates the creation of secure, high-perfor-
mance Big Data analytics applications in cloud environ-
ments. TAP includes the necessary tools, algorithms, and
engines that make it easier for developers to collaborate
with data scientists in conducting advanced analytics in a
shared environment.

Data scientists are finding TAP valuable in pilot projects
for applications in manufacturing, healthcare, retail, oil and
gas, energy, and other industries:

� Honeywell is using TAP in a proof of concept (PoC) to
collect data from wearable sensors on firefighters, min-
ers, and first responders, including location, heart rate,
body position, and carbon dioxide level. To aid real-
time decision-making, TAP performs stream process-
ing on the data and sends alerts to a dashboard.

� Penn Medicine is working with Intel to advance health-
care analytics with a solution that combines patient vi-
tal signs, lab records, and medications to develop pre-
dictive models. With TAP, Penn Medicine is building
better models for predicting health risk.

Taking Intel® Technology Farther Out on the Edge
The recently introduced Intel IoT Platform includes the

Wind River Helix Cloud, a cloud suite from the Intel subsid-
iary Wind River. The suite includes Wind River* Rocket*
and Wind River Pulsar* Linux* - two free cloud-connected,
multi-architecture operating systems (OSs) - plus a com-
prehensive selection of software-as-a-service (SaaS)
products. With this offering, Wind River not only grows its
presence in the cloud, but also extends its OS footprint to
microcontrollers (MCUs). The new suite helps developers
simplify and accelerate IoT application and device devel-
opment - they can start building applications in as little as
10 minutes.

Intel is entering the world of the incredibly tiny with new
Intel® Quark� processors for IoT, making it easier to scale

from things to cloud (Figure 1). The Intel® Quark� SE mi-
crocontroller for IoT and the Intel® Quark� microcontroller
D1000 and D2000 deliver advanced processing capabili-

ties in power envelopes as low as 0.025 W (thermal design
power). The new products offer long-life reliability and an
extended temperature range (-40 °C to +85 °C) for de-
manding environments. The Intel Quark SE microcontrol-
ler for IoT includes an integrated sensor hub and pattern-
matching technology to deliver real-time insights from com-
plex sensor data at the very edge.

IoT software developers can get a quick start creating
fast, intelligent things with Intel Quark processors through
Intel® System Studio for Microcontrollers. This Eclipse*-
based suite offers proven tools to locally build, debug, and
analyze software using familiar workflows.

The Gateway to the Internet of Things
A key building block of the Intel IoT platform is Intel® IoT

Gateway Technology. This platform enables customers to
create scalable, application-ready IoT gateways for con-
necting things to the cloud - including the billions of legacy
devices never designed for Internet connection or to han-

dle today's world of security threats (Figure 2).
The addition of high-performance Intel® Core� processors

to Intel IoT Gateway Technology is enabling greater edge in-
telligence. This intelligence is critical to fulfilling the IoT's prom-
ise because, as important as Big Data analytics is, not all data
needs to or should be sent to the cloud for analysis. In fact, it
would be too costly, too slow, and too expensive. The use of
higher performance processors in IoT gateways enables sub-
stantially greater local analytics capabilities, allowing business-
es to analyze and act on edge information in near real-time
while reserving more robust cloud and data center analysis
for enterprise-wide applications. Gateways are now available
with 6th generation Intel® Core� processors, Intel's most scal-
able processor family ever, offering a wide range of perfor-
mance in smaller power envelopes.

Powerful Analytics and Cloud Solutions
The Intel IoT platform includes guidance for cloud analyt-

ics solutions, data visualization tools, and insight moneti-

Figure 3: The Big Cloug Analytics Covalence Retail Analytics Platform
provides sales associates with information on customers in the store
to help increase sales.

For more information contact Intel®:

phone: +48 22 203 3120; email: iot@inteltechnologyprovider.com
Al. Jerozolimskie 146C, 02-305 Warsaw, Poland

Figure 1: The addition of new Intel Quark processors for IoT make it easier to scale from things
to cloud with Intel processors.

Figure 2: Intel IoT Gateway Technology enables Alliance members to
create scalable, application-ready IoT gateway for connecting things
to the cloud.

zation. These solutions run on Intel® Xeon® processors
that combine multicore performance and compute density
with hardware-based manageability, security, virtualiza-

tion, and power management. Here are
some examples of partners' cloud solutions
and services:

IBM offers the Internet of Things Founda-
tion, a robust set of fully managed cloud
hosted services. The solution lets develop-
ers build applications alongside devices to
collect data and send real-time insights
back to the business.

Microsoft offers Windows Azure*, an open
and flexible cloud platform that enables
businesses to rapidly build, deploy, and
manage IoT applications across a global
network of Microsoft managed data centers.
Services include everything from machine
learning to advanced business insight tools.

Delivering Return on Investment
While some forms of ROI provide mone-

tary gain, other equally valuable forms deliver improved
customer relationships, brand enhancement, and superior
user experiences. Here are four examples:

Kontron is working with Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM),
Cisco, Dell, IBM, and Intel to establish the Collaborative Re-
search in Engineering, Science & Technology (CREST).
CREST's initial projects include a precision farming project
in which soil sensors collect and report data for a smart wa-
ter-demand management system. The system demon-
strates how to use 10 percent less water while increasing
rice harvests by 50 percent.

Big Cloud Analytics is achieving results with their CO-
VALENCE* Retail Analytics Platform (Figure 3). It pro-

vides sales associates with information on in-store cus-
tomers. In one department store, the solution resulted in
five percent of customer traffic buying $35 USD more on
a visit. Using COVALENCE, a fashion retailer is seeing a
42 percent increase in store revenue in their 10 lowest
revenue-producing stores.

CONCLUSION
Results from implementations of the Intel IoT Platform

with solutions from Intel IoT Alliance members demon-
strate that the IoT is more than ready for business. The
platform's new IoT architecture and portfolio of products,
in combination with innovations from Alliance members,
further advance the ease of implementing secure, high-
performance analytics applications designed to balance
edge and cloud processing for the greatest efficiency and
results. With the Intel IoT Platform and application-ready
Alliance solutions, companies building out the IoT can
deliver real ROI to their customers.
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We aim to increase sales volume of exhibit
space and attendance on behalf of Bulgarian

participants

Mr. Ivaylo Ivanov, Managing Director of
Inter Expo Center, and Mr. Michael

Johannes, Vice President Mobility and
Logistics, Messe Frankfurt, for South-East

European Industrial Market magazine

Mr. Ivanov, recently Inter Expo
Center (IEC) has been selected to
be the official representative of
Messe Frankfurt for Bulgaria.
How do you think your experi-
ence would contribute to the suc-
cess of your collaboration?

Ivaylo Ivanov: We've been involved in the
business of organizing international exhibi-
tions for quite long, and we do understand
the whole process of organization. Every
year we hold 25 exhibitions and 300 events
on our territory. This experience is of help to
properly advise Bulgarian companies how
and in which exhibitions to take part in order
to identify new markets. We can provide ad-
vice or elaborate details such as booths, de-
sign, advertising materials that are the heart
of a successful participation of the compa-
nies during the exhibition.

What are the main competitive
advantages that led to the selec-
tion of Inter Expo Center as a part-
ner of Messe Frankfurt?

I. I .: For Messe Frankfurt was very cru-
cial to identify a stable and reliable ally for
long-term cooperation. We have sufficient
resources and knowledge as we cover a
wide range of strategic sectors of the econ-
omy, we know the companies and we
maintain good relations with branch asso-
ciations and government agencies. All this
enables us to develop the potential of the
companies that participate in Messe Frank-
furt exhibitions.

Inter Expo Center is also the first and so
far the only exhibition center in Sofia, an-
nually hosting over 25 international exhibi-
tions and more than 300 events.

What are the objectives you have
set as the official representative
of Messe Frankfurt in Bulgaria?

I.I .: Our first objective is to engage ef-
forts in increasing the sales volume of ex-

hibit space and attendance on behalf of
Bulgarian companies, which in its turn will
help us rank the Bulgarian participant high-
er at Messe Frankfurt, as currently we oc-
cupy the 39th position.

We will focus our efforts towards inform-
ing the businesses about all Messe Frank-
furt exhibitions that are held not only in
Frankfurt. The company organizes around
100 trade fairs, 63 of which take place out-
side Germany at more than 37 locations
worldwide.

How are you going to organize
your local activity in view of the
new partnership?

I. I.: Our teams of experts will provide
consultation for Bulgarian companies will-
ing to participate in the fairs, and will also
visit a large number of them in order to as-
sist the companies and support our Messe
Frankfurt colleagues.

What were the criteria that deter-
mined choosing Inter Expo Cen-
ter as an official representative of
Messe Frankfurt in Bulgaria?

Michael Johannes: With Inter Expo Cen-
ter Ltd. (IEC), we have had an ideal sales
partner in Bulgaria since April 2016, one
which has more than 50 years of experi-
ence organising trade fairs, congresses

and conferences. The Inter Expo Center
team has excellent contacts with associa-
tions and multipliers that we will continue
to develop. IEC also operates one of the
most state-of-the-art exhibition and con-
gress centres in Bulgaria.

Are you planning on any joint in-
itiatives with Inter Expo Center
outside Frankfurt?

M. J.: The sales partner is responsible for
Messe Frankfurt's Bulgarian customers at
the company's events around the globe.

What are your expectations of
this new partnership? In which of
your projects do you expect to
see positive changes soon?

M. J.: With our global event brands and
local event concepts, we are opening up
new markets for our customers. Bulgarian
companies are also using our trade fairs
around the world more and more for their
international business activities. In order to
build further on this, it is important to have
a strong sales expert that is firmly estab-
lished in the Bulgarian market.

With professionalism, commitment and
ideal networking connections, the Inter
Expo Center team will make an important
contribution to the Messe Frankfurt Group's
successful events around the globe.
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Leading international experts shared their
know-how at ISK-SODEX 2016

The leading Eurasian event for heating, refrig-
eration, ventilation and airconditioning technolo-
gy ISK-SODEX Istanbul took place from 4 to 7
May this year at the CNR EXPO and Istanbul
Expo Center in Turkey. The exhibition was at-
tended by a total of 1293 companies from 46
countries and provided a significant contribution
to the industry with its rich program.

"We are glad to organize ISK-SODEX which
is the largest HVAC-R exhibition in Eurasia. It is
an important brand where the visitors have a
chance to find all leading companies of the in-
dustry under one roof. Not only national but also
international actors of the industry prefer ISK-
SODEX Istanbul for their product launch,"
shared Dr. Andreas Gruchow, board member
of Deutsche Messe AG.

Organized biennially by Hannover Messe Sode-
ks Fuarcilik and DOSIDER, ISKID, TTMD, IZOD-
ER and ISKAV, ISK-SODEX traditionally provides
the opportunity to meet various industry profes-
sionals and sign important business deals. During
this year's iteration of the event, 83 764 represen-
tatives from the HVAC-R industry visited the fair,
including buyers, editors and associations from
Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Cameroon,
Ethiopia, Germany, Georgia, Greece, Iran, Italy,
Israel, Jordan, Spain, Romania, Pakistan and oth-
er countries, as well as visitors from Belgium, Gha-

Source: Sodex

Source: Sodex

Source: Sodex

na, India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia,
Qatar and UAE. These delegations came to ISK-
SODEX Istanbul via the International Trade Dele-
gation Program that is supported by the Turkish
Ministry of Economy. This year the fair was visited
by new exhibitor countries such as Estonia, Bahr-
ain, and Saudi Arabia.

During the first two days of ISK-SODEX the ex-
hibitors met with Turkish exporters through B2B
meetings, which positively affected their pur-
chasing process, shared different delegations
with the event organizers. The delegations from
Azerbaijan and Pakistan in particular signed im-
portant business deals at the event.

"We are buying products from China, USA and
Turkey. However, among them, the importance
of Turkey is increasing day by day because of its
product quality and cost efficiency. This is why
there is a high level of participation this year from
Pakistan," commented Mohammad Abbas Sajid,
President of Pakistan HVACR Society.

This year ISK SODEX saw the launch of the
Sustainable Indoor Climate Conference, dedicat-
ed to exploring sustainable indoor climate solu-
tions. The conference brought leading interna-
tional experts together to share their know-how.
Many expert talks and seminars were held, pro-
viding an overview of current topics and trends
in the heating, refrigeration, ventilation and air-

conditioning sector. The 9th Pump-Valve-Com-
pressor Conference was also organized concur-
rently with ISK-SODEX and it focused on Eco De-
sign and Eco systems.

On April 19th this year, Hannover Messe Sode-
ks Fuarcilik signed an agreement that extends
the collaboration for between the ISK SODEX or-
ganizers for 6 more years until 2022. The agree-
ment was extended by a signature ceremony
that took place during the event with the atten-
dance of Guniz Ermin, chairwoman of MMO, Al-
exander Kuhnel, general manager of Hannover
Messe Sodeks Fuarcilik, and Dr. Andreas Gur-
chow, board member of Deutsche Messe AG.

"In the recent days, we've taken important
steps for the future of SODEX Fairs. Last week,
we prolonged our contract for ISK-SODEX in
Istanbul for 6 years and few days ago we signed
a contract as well for SODEX in Ankara. Finally,
we are glad to say that at the ISK-SODEX Istan-
bul we've signed a contract and consolidated our
cooperation with MMO for TESKON+SODEX
Izmir. We hope that our contribution to the HVAC
industry will increasingly continue by Sodex Fairs
organized in Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir. In line
with this target, ISK-SODEX Istanbul became a
successful first step with the volume of business
generated for 4 days," said Alexander Kuhnel
during the ceremony.
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SEE NEWS
Slovenian Lek expands its

pharmaceutical labs in Menges
Biopharmaceuticals Menges, a key pillar of San-

doz and Novartis biopharmaceuticals, officially
opened new laboratories for the development of fi-
nal dosage form for biosimilars, quality control and
biopharmaceuticals technical development. With the
investment worth a good EUR 10 million, the site
gained an additional development role. Apart from
active ingredients for biosimilars, final dosage form
for biosimilars will now be developed there as well.

"As the global market and the need for biolog-
ics continue growing, Lek, and therefore Sandoz
company and Slovenia, with its cutting-edge tech-
nology and advanced knowledge, has vast poten-
tial for more and continued developments in biop-
harma business," stressed Matjaz Oven, Site Head
Biopharmaceuticals Menges.

Biopharmaceuticals Menges currently employs
more than 350 experts, 80% of which have a uni-
versity degree or higher, and as many as 34% hold
a master's degree or a doctorate in science. Lek is
thus able to provide jobs for local experts and, since
their being part of a global pharmaceutical compa-

ny, provide them the opportunity to work at home
and at the same time gain experience and knowl-
edge from around the world.

Delphi Automotive invests in a
production plant in Novi Sad
UK-based car parts maker Delphi Automotive PLC

and Serbian Neobus Company signed an incentive
contract for the lease of a 18,000 m2 production plant
in Novi Sad that is expected to create 3000 jobs. The
document was signed by the Director General of Del-
phi for Europe, Middle East and Africa Vincent Fagard
and Serbian Minister of Economy Zeljko Sertic.

The meeting was also attended by Serbia's Prime
Minister Aleksandar Vucic, who explained that as a
result of this agreement Delphi Automotive will hire
3000 people in Novi Sad, which will amount to 10% of
the company total workforce in Europe. Vucic also
revealed that an additional EUR 18 million will be in-
vested in similar plants in other Serbian cities.

Delphi Automotive's investment is the first one of
that size for the city in 35 years.

"The products that Delphi facility produces in Novi
Sad will be oriented to export, which has a direct
impact on the foreign trade deficit, and we will have
new products made in Serbia," said Novi Sad's mayor
Milos Vucevic.

Source: Lek

Source: Delphi

IHB develops its production
range to meet the needs of

the market

IHB Electric is a global supplier of electric
motors, hydro generators and related with

them repair activities and services for HPP.

The company is one of the founders of electri-

cal-mechanical engineering industry in Bulgar-

ia and the biggest manufacturer of rotating
electrical machines in the region. We have

manufactured over 500,000 electric motors

and hydro generators for Russia, former repub-

lics of the CIS, Eastern Europe and also for

many countries form Western Europe, Asia,
Africa and Latin America.

We from IHB Electric propose effective, flexi-

ble and economic solutions of our customers.

In the company work highly qualified special-
ists and a lot of customers rely on our services

and cooperation as for their new projects and

also for effective maintenance of the imple-

mented equipment and manufacturing.

In the past years we from IHB Electric in-

vested in new technologies, some of them

are unique in the sector as system for auto-

matic production of rotor coil for hydro gen-

erators, highly effective unit for induction
brazing of different profiles from non-ferrous

metals, line from four manufacturing areas

for construction of insulation system by the

technology Global VPI, fast acting punching

machine for rotor and stator sheets, CNC
machine for precise laser cutting of details,

test station with modern measuring digital

instrumentation and other. In 2015 we

bought a laser cutting machine type TruLa-

ser 3030 Fiber with solid-state laser source
type TruDisk 3001, characterized with opti-

mal energy efficiency and increased capaci-

ty for production of details from different

sheet materials and thicknesses which filled

the existing production capabilities.
We develop and increase our production

range in order to meet the utmost needs of the

market. We designed, manufactured and sup-

plied the biggest so far in Bulgaria three-phase

induction (asynchronous) electric motors for
high voltage with squirrel cage rotor for Maritsa

East 2 TPP. The electric motors are destined

for voltage 6 and 6,3 kV and give useful power

and continuous operation up to 6 MW. Depend-

ing on the conditions and place of operation, the
motors have degree of protection IP 44 and IP

55 as well as different method of cooling  -  IC 01,

IC 511 and IC 611. Synchronous speeds vary

from 500 to 1000 min-1. The weight of some of

the motors reaches up to 15 tones.

In the past years we from IHB Electric devel-

oped and own series of standard synchronous

and asynchronous hydro generators with pow-

er up to 5 MVA with which to respond to the
increased demand in this market segment.

Hydro generators are with distinctive, contem-

porary design, optimized and unified modular

constructionand increased efficiency and reli-

ability in operation. In addition, our customers
receive a shortened delivery time and facilitat-

ed process for selection of additional options

at a competitive price.

We from IHB Electric aim to be a recogniz-
able and preferred manufacturer of motors and

hydro generators through the delivery of quali-

ty, reliable and trouble-free machines at com-

petitive prices, as well as introducing the latest

technological innovations in the sector. We aim
to assist our customers with qualified, techni-

cal and service personnel.

You can find more information about us, our

activity, projects and partners on:
http://www.ihbelectric.com/en
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Mazak opens its 14th
European technology center

in Hungary

SEE NEWS
Huvepharma acquires ANC in

Turkey
Huvepharma and ANC announced an agree-

ment for the acquisition of Animal Nutrition Cen-
ter (ANC) by Huvepharma. The center was found-
ed in 2004 and its main area of activity is the
manufacturing and trading of animal nutrition and
health products on the Turkish market, with a
major focus and expertise in poultry, ruminants
and fish production.

Since its creation the company has been able
to develop leadership positions on coccidiostats,
natural growth enhancers, enzymes, disinfectants,
prescribed drugs and nutritional supplements. The
company also developed AgroMarket, a retail ani-
mal health and agricultural products' store concept
for farmers which is only one of its kind in Turkey.
ANC has been the exclusive distributor for Huvep-
harma's production in Turkey for the last decade.

 "We are extremely excited that ANC is joining
the Huvepharma family, which also demonstrates
our long term commitment to serve the Turkish
industry. The strong tradition of ANC providing su-
perior services and the strong customer orienta-
tion of the ANC team have always impressed us.
We are confident that under the continued leader-
ship of Dr Ismail Ozdemir we will be able to further
strengthen our ability to bring new and innovative
solutions to Turkish customers of ANC," states Mr
Domuschiev, president of Huvepharma.

Turkish investors interested in
opening recycling motor oils

factory in Bosnia and
Herzegovina

The Prime Minister of the B&H member state
Tuzla Canton Bego Gutic and the B&H Minister of
Physical Planning and Environment Protection
Hasan Fehratovic hosted a delegation of potential
Turkish investors, who are interested in opening a
motor oils and other used oils recycling factory.

The Tuzla Canton is quite interesting for this
activity, explained the administration representa-
tives, especially considering the amount produc-
tion plants, mines, and the various registered mo-
tor vehicles in the area.

"The factory we intend to build would be eco-
logically acceptable with the capacity of process-
ing around 5000 tons of waste oils annually. By
processing these oils, we get fuel oils, biodiesel,
petroleum and other kinds of oils," said Tasdelen
and added that after the processing in these facto-
ries is conducted, all waste oils are reused.

Prime Minister Gutic and Minister Fehratovic
voiced their support for the implementation of this
business and ecological project. They also high-
lighted readiness of the Government to support all
new investments that bring employment and alter-
native advantages, like ecological waste disposal,
or fast administrative response to every business
request and through developmental incentives.

On May 11th this year Yamazaki Mazak opened its
14th technology center in Europe, which is located in
Soskut, Hungary. The new technology center will pro-
vide enhanced before and after sales service and
support from the company, in view of the growing
Central European market. The official grand opening
was attended by Dr Aradski, secretary of state for
energy affairs, Ferenz Konig, mayor of Soskut, Mr
Takashi Yamazaki - the vice president of Yamazaki
Mazak Corporation, Mazak Europe and Mazak Ja-
pan employees, agents, as well as guests from part-
ner companies and customers. Petya Naydenova,
one of the most experienced and longterm special-
ists at TLL Media, represented our team at the open-
ing ceremony.

Mazak's Soskut Technology Center is located on
the outskirts of Budapest and is an addition to the
company's existing central European centers in Pra-
gue, the Czech Republic, and in Katowice in Poland,
that were opened in 2012.

"Since we first established Yamazaki Mazak Cen-
tral Europe in 2004 and opened our office in Budap-
est, our team have worked hard to build up their rich
knowledge about our customers and to offer in-depth
support and productivity far beyond simply selling
machines. This new Technology Center in Hungary
now gives us the facilities for our application and ser-
vice engineers to do even more to support our cus-
tomers in the region and enhance our reputation,"
said the vice president of Yamazaki Mazak Corpora-
tion Mr Takashi Yamazaki, who officially opened the
building.

The new facility has a total floor area of 1,780 sqm.,
a 50-seat learning auditorium, classroom facilities,
meeting rooms and offices, as well as a demonstra-
tion area with 10 of the latest Mazak machine tools,
including the latest INTEGREX and VARIAXIS multi-
tasking machines, QUICK TURN turning centers, ver-
tical and horizontal machining centers, laser process-
ing machines and Mazak's SMOOTH Technology.
Nevertheless, according to Mazak the technology
center is not simply a traditional showroom where
customers are simply able to see machine demon-
strations. The state-of-the-art center is also the place

for before and after sales service, support to custom-
ers in the area, consultations for improving productivity
and advanced application support and training. The
new training academy the corporation is introducing will
provide training courses for machine operators and
programmers, advice on how to decide the right cut-
ting strategy, and how to program using Mazatrol and
Smooth Technology. The facility also benefits from its
striking architectural design and cutting edge construc-
tion methods, including environmentally friendly and
energy efficient features.

The amount of production bases of major internation-
al firms, particularly within the automotive, railroad and
energy industries that are located in Hungary contin-
ues to expand under the government's investment pro-
motion. This technology center is conveniently located
close to the major Hungarian M7 highway, so it will
operate as a strategic base to support customers not
only within the Hungarian domestic market, but addi-
tionally to neighboring countries such as  Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Romania, Serbia, Slo-
vakia and Slovenia.

"Our new Technology Center Hungary is a clear dem-
onstration of the Yamazaki Mazak philosophy of sup-
porting customers locally. The Central European market
for machine tools is developing rapidly, both at an OEM
and subcontract engineering level, and this new Tech-
nology Center will ensure that we continue to offer our
customers the highest levels of support throughout the
operational life of their machines. Via the new Training
Academy we are extending the range of training cours-
es we offer and I would encourage all manufacturing
engineers to visit the new Technology Center Hungary
to find out more about the latest innovations," comment-
ed Dr Damien Cleugh, General Manager of Yamazaki
Mazak Central Europe.

At the end of April this year Mazak opened its sev-
enth technology center in Japan, and in May a new
Shanghai Technology Center as well National Service
Center was opened in China. Another two investments
in Japan are underway for the company, shared
Takashi Yamazaki during his opening speech. The
company is planning to convert its Oguchi Cyber facto-
ry into a Mazak "i-smart" factory to bring the tremen-
dous benefits of the Internet of Things (IoT). A month
ago, Mazak announced another plan to open a new
factory at Inabe City, about 230 miles southwest of To-
kyo in Mie Prefecture, Japan. The Inabe City plant will
be a greenfield version of Mazak's iSMART Factory
concept, which uses advanced manufacturing cells and
production systems to maximize productivity and flexi-
bility, and "free-flow data sharing" with machine and
process control monitoring. The goal is to optimize
manufacturing by coordinating all available technolo-
gy, information, and resources, in line with the theories
projected as the industrial Internet of Things (IoT). The
new plant will be worth an investment of $200 million
and will open in 2018, providing another new iSMART
Factory before the celebration of the company's 100-
year anniversary in 2019.

Source: TLL Media

Source: TLL Media

Source: Pixabay

Source: TLL Media
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Food Industry in South-East Europe - Serbia,
Croatia, FYR Macedonia

The food and agricultural sector is one of the
very important sectors in South-East Europe, as
it significantly contributes to GDP and exports of
the countries. However, as most of the countries
are also net importers of food and agricultural
products, they actively contribute to the large
trade balance deficits that they themselves are
facing. At the same time, the food industry is of
key importance for contributing to the overall em-
ployment in SEE countries, given that generally,
unemployment is quite high in these countries,
even more so after the global financial crisis of
2007-2008. The strong tendency of rural depop-
ulation in these countries must also be taken into
account, as it is leading to some seasonal labour
shortages in rural areas and to a certain percent-
age of uncultivated land.

The Western Balkan Trade Pact established by
the EU was extended in October 2010. It stipu-
lates that almost all products from the Western
Balkans can be imported customs free. Some of
these products even have preferential tariff quo-
tas - products such as wine, baby beef and cer-
tain fish products. So far, the import quotas have
often not been used entirely. Some SEE coun-
tries also have bilateral trade agreements - Ser-
bia with Russia and Kosovo with the US, for ex-
ample, which also offers opportunities for cus-
toms-free export outside the Central European
Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) and the EU.

Some of the most interesting countries for larg-
er investment (>1 million EUR) in the food indus-
try are Serbia and Croatia, followed by FYR
Macedonia, states a report conducted by the
consulting company GFA Consulting Group. If
there is further regulatory environment improve-
ment, Moldova and Bosnia and Herzegovina can
also be interesting for larger scale investments.
Albania, Montenegro and Kosovo possess only
a limited potential for larger investments as most
companies in the food sector there are small.

For all SEE countries potential investments can
be for mergers and acquisitions, expansion on
the domestic and regional market (e.g. new re-
tail markets), expansion of production facilities
(cooling, freezing, processing, new production
lines), modernization of production facilities (for
improvement of productivity, to improve quality,
to improve energy efficiency), or simply for logis-
tics, packaging and marketing (e.g. logistic cen-
tres, storage, packaging, trucks/vehicles).

SERBIA

Serbia is the largest market in the region with a
long tradition in agriculture and a favourable cli-
mate. Nowadays, food production is one of the
strongest points of the Serbian economy and a
great contributor to the socio-economic develop-
ment of the region and country's trade balance -
food production and food processing account for

around 25 and 35 percent of the total Serbian
export turnover, respectively. Cereals, raspber-
ries and sugar are the leading export products.
Export of agricultural products is on a constant
rise and so is the trade balance that stood close
to a billion euros in 2013. Serbia is the biggest
exporter of foodstuff among CEFTA countries
and the only net exporter. The food processing
industry has strongly developed and grown dur-
ing the years of transition. However, primary pro-
duction is still very fragmented. Of the approxi-
mately 5 million ha of agricultural land, 90% are
in private ownership. Agricultural holdings have
mostly less than 50 ha of land. Private farms
have an average size of < 3 ha.

Meat processing and production

Serbia's livestock has decreased over the last
decade by 15 per cent on average, with lack of
investments being one of the main reasons be-
hind. That creates additional investment oppor-
tunities to match production capacities with the
plenty of opportunity for further development of
international placement.

Some major companies in the meat sector are:
Carnex, which became part of MK Group in
2011. The company's revenue for 2011 was 29,5
mln euro. Another meat producer, Matijevic, had
a 118 mln euro turnover in 2009, whereas the

other major market player, Yuhor, has been ac-
tive in the market for over a century and is part of
Delta M Group since 2004.

Other important companies are Agroziv for

poultry meat, Industrija Mesa Topola, the poultry
meat producer Topiko from Backa Topla, which
was bought in 2007 by Perutnina Group from
Slovenia, and Neoplanta from Cenej, a small city
in the vicinity of Novi Sad.

Cereals, flour mills, bakeries, edible

oil production

Serbia has very pleasant climate conditions for
agricultural production and 4,2 million ha of ara-
ble land (of the total of 5 million ha agricultural
land). Over the last few years, Serbia has estab-
lished itself as a net exporter of cereals and edi-
ble oil. Agricultural products are mostly exported
to CEFTA countries, EU and the Russian Fede-

ration. However, most of the field crop produc-
tion is with low yield, significantly below poten-
tial. The leader in primary agricultural production
is Delta Agrar, which is a part of Delta M Group,
producing field crop, vegetables, fruit and cattle.
Other larger primary producers include PKB (Pol-
joprivredna Korporacija Beograd), PIK Becej,
and Mirotin, which trade in and produce cereals,
edible oil, milk and milk products.

The flour mills sub-sector accounts for the larg-
est number of producers in the whole food sec-
tor. One of the largest companies is Fidelinka,
producing and trading cereals, flour and pasta.
Other larger flour mills are Zitko, with headquar-
ters in Backa Topola, which was bought by the
Serbian company Verano Group, the Zitoprodukt
flour mill, bakery, pasta producer and cereals
trader, the Danubius flour and pasta producer,
and subsidiary of Delta M situated in Novi Sad,
as well as the Kikindski Mlin flour mill and pasta
producer owned by Agrokor.

The largest bread and bakery producers in Ser-
bia are the group Klas including Belgrade Bakery
Industry and Klas company. Second largest bak-
ery is Hleb A.D, Novi Sad. The Serbian oil and fats
production is dominated by two major companies
- Dijamant and Victoria Oil. Dijamant is the largest
edible oil producer and leading producer of mar-
garines, vegetable fats, mayonnaise and delica-
tessen in Serbia. Croatian Agrokor is its major
shareholder.  Victoria Oil from Sid is part of the
Victoria Group and produces raw and refined oils,

Source: Carnex

Source: Carnex

Source: PKB
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protein meals and biodiesel. The company regis-
tered over 80 million EUR revenues in 2012.

In the sector of animal food production, two
companies are in expansion: Sto posto, an ani-
mal food producer and importer of soya cake,
and Gebi, which is specialized in import and pro-
duction of animal food.

Sugar factories, sugar production

Sugar beet is grown and processed in the
Vojvodina province in the north of Serbia. Sugar
production has increased dramatically over the
last ten years and reached almost 500 000
tonnes in the 2010/11 crop year. The main rea-
sons for this recovery are the privatization of the

sugar sector and gaining of preferential access
to the European Union (EU) market, both of
which occurred early in the last decade. Austria
is the only other country with a sugar industry the
size of that in Serbia. Elsewhere in Central and

Southeast Europe, sugar production has either
stopped (Bulgaria) or declined sharply (Hungary
and Romania).

Some major companies include Sunoko, which
invested around 110 million euro in sugar facto-
ries in the past ten years and plans new invest-
ments of about EUR 20 million. Hellenic Sugar
Industry S.A. is a major shareholder in the sugar
factories Crvenka (76 million EUR turnover) and
Sajkaska (39 million EUR turnover) with a 38,9%
of market share.

Other large sugar plants are TE-TO (17,6%
market share, 52 million EUR turnover, owned
by Italian Finanziaria S.I.I,) and Sugar + (4,4 %
market share, 13 million EUR turnover, owned
by the Montenegrin company Roksped).

Fruits and vegetable processing and

production

Serbia is the world leader in raspberry produc-
tion. Other key fruits are apples, plums, blackber-
ries and sour cherries (in total around 20 types of
fruit). Premium quality of berry fruits are due to
optimal climate and soil conditions (results in a
higher dry content). More than 300 companies are
active in the fruit sub-sector in Serbia. In 2013 Ser-
bia accounted for more than 40% of entire EU pro-
duction and around 24% of global raspberry pro-
duction. Vegetables are grown on more than 10%
of arable land in Serbia. Vegetable crop produc-
tion is characterized by small scale production pri-
marily for individual needs.

The largest vegetable production centres are

Leskovac, Nis, Aleksinac, Kraljevo, CaCak, Ub,
the vicinity of Belgrade and Horgos, as well as
some other places in Vojvodina. Ideal climate for
vegetable production makes Serbia the main ex-
porter and supplier of the South East Europe.

The most popular vegetables produced in Ser-
bia are: paprika (pepper), cabbage, tomato and
potato. Major companies are PIK Juzni Banat,
which operates with Agromarket d.o.o. Kraguje-
vac as a majority shareholder of the company.
The core business of the company is in growing
fruit and grapes on an area of 1830 hectares with
strong position in export. The Lucic Group in-
cludes several companies, Lucic Prigrevica ad,
Kindja Agrar, Panonka, and a vegetables trade
company - Sunfoods. Lucic Group is the largest
single producer of vegetables and field crops in
Serbia with cold storage capacities of 50 000
tons as well as a processing and packaging facil-
ities. Another major player, Fruit Land - Serbia,

Source: Sunoko

Source: Pixabay
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Macedonian Hi-Tech Assembly
Center begins construction in

Bunardzik
Macedonian PCB manufacturer Hi-Tech laid

the foundations of its Assembly Center in
Bunardzik free industrial zone in what is the
first domestic investment by a local Mace-
donian company. The EUR 20 million invest-
ment will be carried out in two stages and is
supposed to create over 300 jobs. The first
stage is estimated at EUR 6 million and the
second one is EUR 14 million.

Within the first stage Hi-Tech will build its
manufacturing plant on an area of 5,400 square
meters. It is expected to commence its opera-
tions in the autumn with staff of 100 people.

"The new company, the pinnacle of technical
and technological achievements in Macedonia,
will create more than 300 jobs. By manufactur-
ing state-of-the-art electronic components, we

will be part of the global sphere of nanotechnol-
ogies. Thus, we will significantly contribute to
boosting Macedonia's export rate," stated the
founder of the Hi-Tech Assembly Center Savo
Stankovic.

The company's products and solutions are
used in various industries, including military, au-
tomotive, airline industry, and clients such as
Continental, Bosh, Siemens, Philips and others.

is a group of merged cooperatives that own mod-
ern cold storage plants. Mondi Foods is one of
the major European processors of red fruit prod-
ucts. Production capacity is over 6,000 tons of
frozen products per year.

Frikom is Serbia`s largest producer and distrib-
utor of frozen food - mainly ice cream and frozen
fruit and vegetables. The company is owned by
Croatian Agrokor Group. The joint-stock compa-
ny A.D. Prehrambena industrija Aleva Novi Kn-
ezevac, a part of the Flory trading group, is a
modern food company with over 160 types of
various products.

Beer, mineral water, soft drinks

Apatinska pivara AD is today the biggest brew-
ery in Serbia. Its most popular product is Jelen
pivo. CVC Capital Partners is the owner of the
company. The brewery had revenues of 160 mil-
lion EUR and has invested over 30 million EUR
since its privatization. Carlsberg Serbia with Piv-
ara Celarevo is second in the Serbian beer mar-
ket. Based on market share, further larger brew-
eries are Pivara MB (Heineken), Efes Serbia
(owner of Pancevo brewery and Zajecar brew-
ery) and Beogradska Industrija Piva.

The largest soft drinks producer in Serbia,
Coca-Cola, has been operating in the country
since 1997. The revenues from Coca-Cola are
estimated at 180 million EUR. The company is
present in several of the biggest categories, and
has a strong brand image, marketing support and
excellent distribution to thank for its leading posi-
tion. Knjaz Milos, the largest mineral water pro-
ducer in the country, ranked second in capacity
and revenue for this subsector, while Nectar held
third position in 2015. Nectar is a leader in pro-
duction of fruit juice drinks and fruit products in
Serbia. Fruvita is another Serbian company
which deals with fruit processing and juice pro-
duction. It is the largest growing company in the
soft beverages subsector in Serbia with estimat-
ed revenues of 26 million EUR.

The largest producers of coffee are Grand
Prom, owned by Slovenian Droga Kolinska, and
Doncafe, owned by Israeli Strauss Group. Fur-
ther significant market shares are taken by the
Nestle Group and Kraft Foods.

Confectionary and snacks

Confectionary and snacks is a sub-sector with
an overall production of 130,000 tons per year
and increasing importance in the food produc-
tion in Serbia. The sub-sector achieves annual

revenues of over 400 million EUR and an export
value of 150 million EUR. However, the sub-sec-
tor is facing severe competition from the region,
mostly from Croatia as well as from Turkey.

Mondelez International Inc led chocolate con-
fectionery in 2015 in Serbia with a retail value
share of 17%. The company has its Milka brand's
enormous popularity and excellent distribution to
thank for its leading position. This brand was
ranked first in 2015 with a 14% retail value share.
Some other major companies are Swisslion Tak-
ovo, a food and beverages producer producing
cocoa cream, fruit juices, baby food, biscuits,
waffles and chocolates, as well as alcohol spir-
its. Soko Stark is one of the largest confectionary
producers in the region. The company is part of
Slovenian Droga Kolinska Group. Bambi Banat
is one of the oldest chocolate and candy produc-
ers in Serbia and an integral part of the DFG.
The domestic manufacturer Pionir doo held the
leading position in Serbian sugar confectionery
in 2015 with a retail value share of 31%. The
second-ranked producer in 2015 was Paracinka
ad, followed by Kras dd with respective retail val-
ue shares of 18% and 11%. Marbo product has
a broad product range of snacks from potato
chips to nuts. The company is owned by Pepsi-
Co International.

CROATIA

The economic importance of agriculture is still
relatively high in Croatia, despite a declining
trend in the last few years. The same trend can
be observed for the food processing industry.
Both sectors play an important role in the labour
market as a significant percentage of the popula-
tion of working age earn their income from agri-
culture and the food industry. Croatia has an un-
favourable structure of agricultural holdings, with
a lot of small family farms (the official average
farm size in Croatia is 2,4 ha) and some large
agri-businesses. Croatia's EU accession leads to
an increase in production volume for the majority
of agricultural products (except for sugar beet,
wheat and other cereals) and a decrease in pro-
duction volume for most food products (except
beef, sheep and goat meat).

While after EU accession the prices of many
important agricultural and food products drop, the
value of production of Croatian agri-food sectors
decreases for almost all major branches (except
sugar, wool and silk-worm cocoons, plant-based
fibres, and beef, sheep and goat meat). In ag-
gregated terms, the values of agri-food produc-
tion decrease by about 5,4% and 4,1% respec-
tively. The sugar sector remains an exception
since the producer price in Croatia increases by
about 156%.

Meat processing and production

In the livestock sector, small production units
predominate, especially for cattle, pig, sheep,
and goat. Poultry production on the other hand is
characterized by large-scale production units (for
poultry meat and eggs).

There are 196 slaughterhouses in Croatia. A
number of slaughterhouses are of international

Source: Pixabay

Source: Hi Tech

Mistubishi Electric sets up room
air conditioner company in

Turkey
Mistrubishi Electric Corporation has estab-

lished a new room air conditioner development
and manufacture subsidiary in Turkey, an-
nounced the company earlier in April this year.
Mitsubishi Electric Turkey Klima Sistemleri Ure-
tim Anonim Sirketi is scheduled and expected to
begin production in January 2018.

The great annual demand and favorable busi-
ness environment of the country are one of the
reasons Mitsubishi points out for establishing the
manufacturing base. In line with the increasing
population, the demand is expected to grow, like-
wise for the neighboring Balkan countries. The
local production in the Balkans is expected to
promote product developments that meet spe-
cific local needs.

"The new company will play a key role in
Mitsubishi Electric's global strategy for its air con-
ditioning and refrigeration-systems business in
the European market, which calls for accelerat-
ed localization to ensure a flexible supply chain
capable of responding to fluctuating demands",
explain company representatives.
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standard. Although the larger processing com-
panies in Croatia fully meet the EU hygiene stan-
dards and process products of good quality,
competition will arise from higher productivity and
lower pricing of competitors. Therefore invest-
ments in the meat processing sector are espe-
cially anticipated in the field of productivity and
expansion/acquisition.

Croatia's EU accession significantly affects the
country's exports of primary agricultural and food
products to the EU. Beef and other meat produc-
tion are among the sectors which exhibited the
greatest positive export growth. The EU acces-
sion also led to an increase in production volume
for the majority of agricultural products (except
for sugar beet, wheat and other cereals) and a
decrease in production volume for most food
products (except beef, sheep and goat meat).
The sector producing beef, sheep and goat meat
experiences a positive but small development.
Despite a decrease in prices, the value of pro-
duction increases by about 8 million EUR.

Main players in the Croatian meat processing
sector are Ag ro kor holding with its subsidiaries
Belje, Pik Vrbovec, and Vupik; Vindija holding
with its subsidiaries Ko ka and Vindom, who are
market leaders in poultry meat processing; The
family owned holdings Gavrilovic and Braca Piv-
ac; and Podravka with the brands Podravka and
Danica.

Milk processing and production

The percentage of milk production that is being
processed by the dairy industry in Croatia grew
from 65% in 2000 to over 80% in 2009. The qual-
ity of milk is determined according to the regula-
tion on the quality of fresh milk. The regulation is
completely harmonized with the EU regulations.

Information of the Internet platform Agrar-

markt Austria states that Croatia currently has
more than 4,500 active milk producers. Accord-
ing to research conducted by the European Milk
Board (EMB), of all the milk produced in Croat-
ia roughly 78 percent is for the domestic market
and is processed by near 40 dairies. The larg-
est two dairies - Dukat, part of the French group
Lactalis, and Vindija - process more than 2/3 of
total quantities of processed milk. Dukat and
Vindija have been continuously increasing their
turnover in the past years, and have become
important regional players with growing export
figures and acquisitions in the neighbouring
countries. The medium segment of the market
is far behind the leaders in terms of turnover:
the closest competitor is Meggle.

Cereals, flour mills, bakeries, edible

oil production

Cereals dominate crop production in Croatia,
accounting for about 65% of total arable land.
Overall, cereal production is the most significant
area of agriculture in Croatia and corn and wheat
are the dominant crops. For both maize and
wheat the country is self-sufficient. Croatian
farms tend to be smaller and less technologically
advanced than many other EU countries, which
lessens their competitiveness.

Croatia has an extremely fragmented structure
of agricultural holdings with about 63 percent be-
ing small family farms (with an average farm size
of 2,4 ha) out of the total 190,000 registered
farms. Medium sized and large farms (from 20 to
300 hectares), which own about 32 percent of all
agricultural land are gaining increased market
importance.

The majority of the companies in the sub-sec-
tors cereals, milling, oil seed, animal feed and bak-
ery belong to Agrokor holding or the Osijek based
company Zito. Pik Vinkovci and Belje are large
agriculture holdings with own production and pro-
cessing, also supplying Argokor's animal feed pro-
cessor Agrokor Trgovina. Agrokor's Zvijedza is a
market leader in margarine and dibble oil.

PKK Valpovo is a large agricultural holding in
hand of Zito d.o.o. In bakery, Agrokor is also dom-
inating the production, especially via the bakery
Zagrebacke Pekarne. An important player in bak-
ery is Mlinar, a subsidiary of the Skojo Group.

Sugar factories, sugar production

Sugar beet production takes place on around
30,000 ha in Croatia. Local refineries, including
Viro, Slardorana, and Kandit, are working on do-
mestic production and supplying other markets
including Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro,
FYR Macedonia, and Albania and the EU.
Change in the sugar sector after the country's
accession into the EU is a key driver of the in-
creased producer price by about 156%. This rise
is led by the imposed sugar production quota. As
a result, the value of sugar production increases
by about 31 million EUR.

Viro Tvornica Secera, the leading company
with a turnover of ~ EUR 80 mln in 2009, has
increased its export quota to EU by purchasing
Sladorana in 2008 to 120,000 tons annually (to-
tal Croatian export quota 180,000 tons), but still
the domestic market accounts for 50% of the
sales. Kandit was a prominent sugar and candy
factory in former Yugoslavia. Today, the Kandit
group comprises IPK Kandit Inc. for the produc-

tion of candies and chocolates and the Kandit
Premijer Ltd. sugar factory (turnover 2009 ~ EUR
60 mln), now both in hand of Zito in cooperation
with other investors.

Fruits and vegetable processing and

production

In the fruits and vegetables sector (includ-
ing grapes), production is characterised by
small scale farmers producing primarily for
themselves. Fruit and vegetable sector rep-
resents about 10% of the gross agricultural
output. In general, in both fruit and vegetable
sub-sectors a sensitive decreasing of produc-
tion is recorded. Grapes (table and wine
grapes) and potatoes are the most important
commodities followed by apples, mandarins,
plums and tomatoes.

Processing companies (beside Podravka) de-
pend also on import of raw material since the
local production does not provide sufficient quan-
tities for processing. The problems many smaller
processors faced in the past was related to utili-
sation of their capacities due to insufficient raw
material supplies resulting in financial problems
not allowing any modernisation of the facilities.
In the last years a number of processors disap-
peared from the market or were absorbed by the
larger processors.

The most important company in fruit and vege-
table processing is Podravka with its brands Pro-
dravka, Vegeta and SMS. Ledo, the Agrokor
company specializing in deep frozen products,
supplies the supermarkets with all deep frozen
ice cream, ready meals, fish and fruit & vegeta-
bles. Traditional canning is still done by Euro-
voce Zadruga, a cooperation in the north-east-
ern part of Croatia.

Beer, mineral water, soft drinks

In the beer sector, key companies include Zagre-
backa pivovara (market share 42%), Belgian Hei-
neken (owner of Karlovacka Brewery, market share
27%) and Danish Carlsberg (market share 18%).

Source: Pixabay

Source: Kandit
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SEE NEWS
Visteon Expands Software

Operations in Bulgaria
Visteon announced that it will relocate its

700 employees in Bulgarian capital Sofia to a
brand new 89,000-square foot  state-of-the-art
workspace. The company plans on additionally
expanding the facility in order to accommo-
date up to 150 more employees, coming as a
result of the significant growth in demand for
its software services.

On 11th of May this year Visteon celebrated
the opening of its new office at Capital Fort So-
fia with guests the president of the Republic of
Bulgaria Rosen Plevneliev, U.S. ambassador to
Bulgaria Eric Ruben, representatives of Bulgari-
an investment and economic development agen-
cies, various business partners, as well as em-
ployees. The main theme of the opening event
was "Engineered in Bulgaria" and many different
products and vehicles equipped with technolo-
gy developed by Visteon's software teams in
Sofia were demonstrated.

"Automotive software development is the
fastest-growing segment in the global automo-
tive industry, driven by the evolution of the con-
nected car and autonomous driving. Visteon's
software operations in Sofia are at the core of
this exciting evolution, providing infotainment,
head-up displays and innovative solutions for
the world's leading automakers," explained
Markus Schupfner, Visteon chief technology
officer, at the ceremony.

Croatia's bottled water market consumption
reached 406,5 mln litres in 2007, or almost 90
litres per person, among the highest in the re-
gion. The sparkling water holds a market share
of over 57%, but has been losing markets share
to still water in the past few years. The main
brands are Jamnica (Agro kor) and Studena (Po-
dravka).

Soft drinks in Croatia are characterised by well-
recognised and strong local brands offered by
more than just one company. This has resulted
in firm domination by local companies, ranging
from two-thirds to three-quarters of volume sales.
Local companies saw different results in 2015:
some were gaining importance, while others
were declining. Bankrupted Dona Trgovina doo
was from 2014 resurrected in the form of Dona
Napitci doo, keeping brand ownership but relo-
cating manufacturing to Zagreb. In hot drinks, the
Croatian company Franck is the number one
brand for coffee.

Confectionary, sweets, ice cream

Key players in the Croatian confectionery mar-
ket include primarily local companies, led by Kras
and IPK Kandit. For chocolate production, the top
companies on the market are Mars, which held
the leading position in chocolate confectionery in
2015 with an overall value share of 20%, Ferre-
ro, finishing close second with a value share of
slightly less than 20%, while Kras rounded out
the top three with an 18% share.

A steady increase in confectionary imports into
Croatia is reported. The usual mix of multination-
al brands is present in the Croatian market, e.g.
Ferrero with a turnover of more than EUR 69 mln,
followed by Nestle and Krafts, both present in
various sub-sectors in the food market.

Fish

Croatia's lengthy Adriatic coastline creates a
significant amount of opportunity for the country
to become a leading exporter of fish and sea-

food, but the fishing industry is beset by difficul-
ties. The global financial crisis has threatened
Croatia's fishing industry and hindered Croatian
fish and seafood production.

In marine aquaculture, Croatia produces vast
quantities of a limited number of species. The
most important marine species produced are
seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) and seabream
(Sparus aurata), representing about 66% of the
mariculture production volume in 2013. The cul-
tivation of these two species has increased rap-
idly from a mere 2,500 tonnes in 2001 to 5,200
tonnes in 2010, though it fell back to around
4,500 tonnes in 2012. The second largest ma-
rine species cultivated is the Atlantic bluefin tuna
(Thunnus thynnus) which represents on average
25% of the volume of marine aquaculture pro-
duction. The main processing companies are
Adria in Zadar, Sardina, and Cromaris, a merger
of three fish processing companies in Zadar.
Cromaris is member of the Adris Grou p.

FYR Macedonia

About half of the agricultural land in FYR Mace-
donia is pasture, 40% cultivatable land, with the
remainder being land under permanent crops
and meadows. The typical private farm size is
1,4 ha, however there also are some larger agri-
cultural firms leasing land from the state. Vege-
tables and horticultural products compose the
biggest share of agricultural output (28%). Wine
represents about 7% of the agricultural output.
the area under cereals shows a downward trend,
as imported wheat is often found at lower costs
than domestic production. Concerning animal
production, pork meat contributes over 40% to
total domestic meat production, followed by cat-
tle, sheep, and goat.

Meat and meat products

FYR Macedonia is a net-exporter of lamb meat.
However, there was a downward trend in in
sheep production between the years 2000-2008
because of a reduction in the fodder base, high
fodder prices, and low producer prices for meat,
milk and wool. The Macedonian market for
cooled and processed meat products was esti-
mated by Euromonitor to have been 10,400 tons
with a value of ~57 million EUR in 2009. The
Macedonian beef and veal meat production sec-
tor exhibited a growth rate of 20% in 2014 for the
first time in eleven years, according to the In-
dexMundi data portal.

Pekabesko a.d. is the market leader, followed
by MIK Sveti Nikole a.d. and Promes. Others are

Source: Pixabay

Source: Kras

Source: Cromaris

Source: Capital Fort

Ford moves EcoSport production
to Romania

Ford Motor Company has shared its intentions
to shift the manufacturing of its popular SUV -
EcoSport from its Chennai plant in India to Roma-
nia. The move is part of the company's "One Ford"
business plan and is a decision based on over
30% growth in sale of EcoSport in Europe. The
Indian operations of the Chennai plant will focus
on the rest of the world and the North American
market.

The investment worth EUR 200 million is in-
tended for the city of Craiova and will be com-
plete by the end of 2017. So far, the plant in Craio-
va has manufactured the B-MAX and the 1.0-litre
EcoBoost engine of the company. Currently, Ford
Motor is undertaking many similar initiatives to
ensure optimum capacity utilization across the
world.

"EcoSport sales are up nearly 30 percent this
year and given the continued outlook for sales
growth in the small SUV segment, it's the right
time to move EcoSport production to Europe and
take advantage of the excellent workforce and
operations we have in Craiova," said the presi-
dent and CEO of Ford Europe Jim Farley.
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Johnson Electric expands
production in Nis, Serbia

Johnson Electric officially opened its new manu-
facturing hall in Nis, Serbia on April 16th this year.
The company announced its plans to expand pro-
duction in Serbia last year, when a memorandum of
understanding was signed with the country's gov-
ernment. The newly opened hall is a continuation of
the major project to build the largest Johnson Elec-
tric factory in Europe, that was initiated in 2013.

The manufacturing hall covers an area of 12 480
square meters. The opening ceremony was attend-
ed by Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic, who
stressed that Johnson Electric is expected to have
near 3400 employees in the country by 2020. During
last year's signing of the memorandum of under-
standing, Prime Minister Vucic also expressed the
government's willingness to allocate additional funds
to support foreign investments in the Serbian econ-
omy. So far, the Serbian government has provided a
total of $7,4 million to co-finance Johnson Electric's
project in the country.

Megaparts Bulgaria to build the
largest vehicle processing plant

in the Balkans
Megaparts Bulgaria announced that it has be-

gun the building of the largest vehicle processing
factory in the Balkans. The company is working in
partnership with an Asian holding to complete the
project, estimated about BGN 52 million. The new
modern plant will cover an area of over 62 000
square meters and its main activity will be the dis-
mantling of reusable car parts.

Megaparts is planning to offer much cheaper
auto parts to the final customer after the project is
completed, and after the first few months of opera-
tions at full capacity. With its new plant, the com-
pany will service all kinds of equipment from mo-
torcycles, to agricultural machinery, to heavy
trucks. Out of the different areas of investment
within the project, the largest one will be in the
development of innovative shredding plant, which
is a production of Metso Lindermann, that will be
worth BGN 18 million.

"The new mega-plant will open close to 2000
job positions and will become one of the landmarks
in the area of recycling in Bulgaria and the Bal-
kans," claim Megaparts representatives.

for example Soleta, Rimes, and Mega. All mod-
ern, larger meat processors have HACCP and
ISO 9001 certification.

Milk processing and production

Milk, almost exclusively cow's milk, re-
mained the biggest drinking milk category in
both retail volume and value volume sales
terms. Milk sales reached MKD 5,2 billion in
2015, accounting for a 98% share of drinking
milk product sales, with the remaining 2%
accounted for by flavoured milk drinks and
powdered milk. Only a few new product
launches were witnessed within the drinking
milk category in 2015, as most dairy manu-
facturers decided to focus on promoting ex-
isting brands and ensuring stable supplies of
existing products.

At the processing level, Macedonia has near
85 registered dairies, which are mainly small to
medium sized enterprises. Dairies have mostly
been taken over by foreign companies, e.g.
Swedmilk operates as Sutas Sut Urunleri AS
subsidiary since 2012.

Market leaders are Mlekara Bitola AD-IMB with
a retail value sales share of 40%, followed by
Dukat dd with retail value sales share of 16%.
Other prominent players are Ideal Sipka a.d.
Zdravje Radovo, Eko Shar, Bucen Kozjak (Im-
lek/DFG), Rudine, Laktis, and Dairy Stip.

Bakeries, flour mills and edible oil

production

Nearly half of the arable land is under cereal
crops (i.e. about 200-250,000 ha), where wheat
is the dominant crop, followed by barley and
maize. Average annual cereal production
amounts to ~ 564,000 tons. Sunflower was
grown on about 6,000 ha, but there was a signif-

icant decrease in production a decade ago. Now-
adays, most sunflowers in Macedonia are import-
ed. Some of the largest flour mills are Zito Vard-
ar, and Zito Luks a.d. Larger edible oil producers
are Brilijant Oil and Blagoj Gjorev-Kristal.

Fruits and vegetable processing and

production

Macedonia is a net exporter of processed and
preserved vegetables - processed peppers and
other preserved vegetables such as gherkins,
cucumbers and mushrooms in particular.

Vegetable production in the country reached
around 680-750,000 tons in the 2000-2006 pe-
riod, of which 160-193,000 tons were pota-
toes. In 2007, the most significant vegetable

production was tomatoes (17%), peppers
(19%), cabbage (14%), melons and watermel-
ons (19%) and potatoes (31%). The produc-
tion takes place in open fields, in heated glass-
house (260 ha), and under plastic tunnels with
or without heating.

For fruits production, apples accounted for 50-
60% of all produce, while the stone fruits (cher-
ries, sour cherries, peaches, apricots and plums)
accounted for 35% during the 2000-2006 period.

Fruit production is mainly concentrated in the west-
ern part of the country, while apple production is
predominantly in the Prespa area around Resen.

Larger companies are Vitaminka AD Prilep
as well as Bonum, which produces and pro-
cesses mushrooms and of vegetable products,
Vori Ltd., Zora Sped, Agro Komerc, Altra, DI
EMGP, Frukta, Makedonija AG, Vipro, DIM
Komerc and a number of smaller processing
companies.

Agrokor (Croatia) started construction of a
wholesale and distribution centre in Strumica for
vegetables in autumn 2010, containing cooling
chambers, calibrators, packaging halls and a
transport system for admission and distribution
of 20,000 tons of industrial vegetables.

Beer

After beer sales amounted to 94 million litres
and around EUR 144 mln in 2009, the global eco-
nomical crisis hit the country. Beer production re-
covered in 2014, when total volume sales of brew
increased by 2% to reach 69 million litres, a sales

performance that brought beer volume sales
nearly back to the pre-crisis level of 2008. Total
value sales of beer in Macedonia increased by
6% and reached MKD 8,8 billion in 2014.

The biggest market leaders are Pivara Skopje
ad with 57% total volume share in 2014, followed
Pivara Skoplje ad - a company with a long tradi-
tion in Macedonian brew, well-known for its ex-
cellent distribution infrastructure nationwide and
domestic beer brands.

Source: Pixabay

Source: Agrokor

Source: Pivara Skopje

Source: Johnson Electric

Source: Megaparts Bulgaria
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Water and wastewater management in
Romania

Romania joined the European Union (EU) in
2007. According to the latest demographic
data, the country has a population of over 21,5

million inhabitants. It is the largest state in the
Danube River Basin and draws its drinking wa-
ter from surface waters, such as the Danube
River, and groundwater resources. Annually,
each Romanian citizen disposes of some

1,870 m3 of water.
Some of the biggest issues challenging the

water and wastewater management sectors in
Romania are the undergoing development and
reform, problems related to climate changes

(e.g. large fluctuations in available water quan-
tities in rivers and lakes), unbalanced access
to water (many consumers still don't have ac-
cess to piped water), water pollution, deterio-
rated water distribution and sewer networks,

and deteriorated wastewater treatment plants,
which necessitates the construction of new
wastewater treatment facilities.

Recent reports on the water supply situation
in Romania show that 91% of the urban popu-

lation and only 21% of the rural population
have access to piped drinking water. In rela-
tion to wastewater management, 9,2 million
people (43% of the total population) are con-
nected to urban wastewater collecting sys-

tems, while 3,9 million people (18% of the to-
tal population) have access to wastewater
treatment plants with sufficient treatment. Cur-
rently, 18 m3 of untreated wastewater are be-
ing discharged every second.

Water and wastewater management

projects funded by the EU

Implementation of the strategy and distribu-
tion of the funds on the environment sectors in

Romania are performed through the Sector
Operational Programme Environment (SOP
Environment). Its main priorities include exten-
sion and modernisation of water and waste-
water systems, development of integrated

waste management systems and rehabilitation
of historically contaminated sites and reduc-
tion of pollution, and mitigation of climate
change by restructuring and renovating urban
heating systems towards energy efficiency tar-

gets in the identified local environmental
hotspots. Other priority axes of SOP Environ-
ment are the implementation of adequate
management systems for nature protection
and providing adequate infrastructure of natu-

ral risk prevention in the most vulnerable ar-
eas. One of the specific objectives of the Pro-
gramme is improving the quality and access
to the water and wastewater infrastructure, by
providing water supply and wastewater servic-

es in most urban areas and by setting efficient
regional water and wastewater management
structures. Statistics from the Romanian Gov-
ernment show that during the period 2007 -

February 2011 within the SOP Environment a
total of 290 projects were submitted, 170
projects were approved and the total pay-
ments to the beneficiaries amounted to
1348,29 million RON.

Relevant organisations and compa-

nies

The Romanian water management body is
called The National Administration "Romanian

Waters". It is under the direct authority of the
Ministry of Environment and Forests. The Ad-
ministration is divided into units - Water Direc-
torates, through which 11 river basins are
managed. It is responsible for the manage-

ment of water resources, operation of the inte-
grated water monitoring system, administra-
tion of the hydraulic structures, water protec-
tion against pollution and over use, flood con-
trol management, coordination of the national

investments in the water resources field, im-
plementation of the EU Directives related to
water, application of the international and bi-
lateral water conventions.

The Intercommunity Development Associa-

tion - Water Sewerage in Arad county regu-
lates, organises, finances, manages and mon-
itors the water supply and sewerage services
on the competence area of the member ad-
ministrative territorial units. It also develops

public investment projects of regional and lo-

cal interest for setting up, modernisation and/
or development of the public utility systems
associated with the water supply and sewer-
age services. Members of the Association in-

clude the Arad city and various other cities and
communes in the Arad county.

The Fast Eco company provides external wa-
ter supply and sewerage networks, modular ther-
mal stations, electrical and automation installa-

tions, measurement and control systems for cold
water, hot water and thermal energy, etc. Some
of the company's relevant projects in the water
field are: Execution of internal and external net-
works of cold water - for Acvatot company in

2007; Execution of external networks and interi-
or installations for heating and cold water - for
Conarg company in 2006; Execution of pump
units - for Wilo Romania company in 2005.

Veolia Water Solutions & Technologies Ro-
mania (VWST Romania) is part of the French
Group Veolia Water Solutions and Technolo-
gies. It specialises in the applications for mu-

nicipal water treatment. The company is certi-

Source: Veolia

Source: Freeimages
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fied to the quality management system SR EN
ISO 9001:2001. VWST Romania is focused on
design of technological solutions, construction
of drinking water facilities or wastewater treat-
ment plants for municipalities, small sized wa-

ter treatment plants adapted to the require-
ments of rural or small urban areas communi-
ties and commissioning of projects.

Neyserv International offers a range of do-
mestic and industrial wastewater treatment
stations, drinking water treatment plants, pro-
cess water treatment plants, grease oil sepa-
rators, mechanical equipment for water treat-

ment, pumping stations, solid waste treatment

stations etc. The company also provides ser-

vices like consultancy, key solutions, project
design and engineering, management, main-
tenance, assembling and commissioning.

The pump market in Romania

Compared to pump markets in other Europe-
an countries, the Romanian one is relatively
small. There are only a few production facilities
in the country. Developing Country (DC) pro-
ducers should concentrate on targeting specia-

lised distributors. Another opportunity for DC
exporters is to become a parts subcontractor to
manufacturers in Romania. Thus they would be
able to sometimes supply them with finished
pumps as well. Generally, DC manufacturers

should focus on just a few specialised pumps
from their product range. It should also be con-
sidered that the pricing strategy should be as
competitive as possible, because Romanian la-
bour costs are relatively low.

Romania occupies the fourth position in the
list of pump importers in the Central and East-
ern European region. Latest marketing stud-
ies show that the highest share of all imports
from DCs is for centrifugal pumps (37%), fol-

lowed by "other pumps" (29%). In the 2009-

2013 period the pump parts, "other pumps"
and rotary positive displacement pumps
shares from the DCs experienced strong
growth. The observed decline in imports of re-
ciprocating positive displacement pumps from

the DCs is remarkable, but unfortunately there
is no reasonable explanation for it yet. The im-
port of pumps is expected to grow by 0-3% in
the next few years.

Romania's main trading partners are Ger-

many, France and Italy. Some companies
from these countries have established pro-
duction facilities in Romania, but all of them
have developed a strong sales network in
Romania. Almost 71% of all Romanian im-

ports from the DCs come from China, with
the remainder coming from India, Turkey and
Brazil, all trailing China by quite a distance. It
is obvious that Romanian buyers rely mainly
on Chinese suppliers and are not very open

to suppliers from other DC countries. This
can be considered as a challenge for DC ex-
porters. According to a market report con-
ducted by the Centre for the Promotion of
Imports from developing countries, the dis-

position of DC suppliers is not likely to
change substantially in the next few years.

Exports of pumps from Romania are limited,
as local production in the country is not large.
However, Romanian exports are doing well,

aside from a decrease in 2010. The average
growth in the 2009-2013 period reached 7,9%
per year. Estimates show that 29% of Roma-
nian exports go to the DCs, mainly China and

Iraq, followed by Brazil and Colombia. This is
an attractive opportunity for DC manufactur-
ers of pumps and pump parts, because as
long as they prove they can meet the product
specifications, they could also supply these

pumps and/or pump parts.

Only a few small local manufacturers of
pumps operate in Romania. The country is the

12th largest market for pumps and pump parts
in the EU, with a value of EUR 175 million in
2013. It is still developing, the food and water
industries in particular, and it consists to a rel-
atively large extent of new installations. Ac-

cording to market forecasts, Romanian de-
mand for pumps is expected to remain limited
in the foreseeable future. Analysers expect in-
vestments in pumps and other process equip-
ment in Romania not to register the same high

growth in the coming years as they did in the

Source: Neyserv

Source: Neyserv

2009-2012 period. It is more likely that figures
will remain stable or exhibit a slight decline.

There is certain potential among Romanian
manufacturers in terms of supplying not only
pump parts, but possibly some finished

pumps. The best opportunities for specialised
products, such as positive displacement
pumps, are offered through subcontracting.
DC exporters aiming to export large volumes
of commodity-type products, such as common

pumps, should focus on distributors. They are
an attractive target because they often buy
and/or import commodities in relatively large

volumes on a scheduled basis. In most cases
the distributor is usually also the importer. Dis-
tributors often have their own stock, which is
the reason why they are also called 'stockists'.
Products must be kept in stock as they have

to be available to end-users in the event of an
urgent delivery.

Market trends

Studies show that pumps for water and

wastewater applications represent about 30%
of all pump sales. Changes in environmental
legislation in this segment have led to several
investments in infrastructure and water treat-
ment equipment. However, increasing pres-

sure on local government funding threatens
the stability of this market. Reduced budgets
for water and wastewater treatment could re-
sult in significantly lower demand for pumps
and pump parts in this sector.

When purchasing a pump buyers more and
more frequently consider lifecycle costs in-
stead of initial expenses, which only makes
the 'design to costs' concept all the more im-
portant for pump manufacturers. Therefore,

pump manufacturers from the DCs should also
focus on developing pumps that are simple
and have low lifecycle and maintenance costs.

Price has gained importance in the last few
years owing to reduced demand caused by

the economic recession, especially with re-
gard to standard pumps. Increased competi-
tion among EU suppliers (the result of ongo-
ing rationalisation) and from suppliers from
low-cost countries such as China, Turkey, In-

dia and Brazil, caused a decline in price lev-
els. Market trends predict that in the next 5-
10 years, suppliers from these countries will
become even stronger competitors in the Ro-
manian pump market.

Source: Freeimages

Source: Freeimages
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Romania's Green Group aims at fur-

ther development as EBRD sells its

share in the company

The European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (EBRD) has sold its stake in

Green Group, a Romanian company focused

on consumer packaging waste recycling. The

firm enters the next phase of its development

and plans a public listing. The Bank's stake is

being taken over by Abris Capital, a private

equity fund based in Warsaw, concentrating

its activity on Central and Eastern Europe.

Green Group is the number one Romanian

recycling company for plastic bottles, electric

and electronic waste, batteries, fluorescent

lamps, and glass. It is also among the indus-

try leaders in Europe with a consolidated

turnover of EUR 90 million in 2015. The com-

pany provides special reverse vending ma-

chines, which are placed in large supermar-

kets for collection of packaging as well as

electric and electronic waste. This nationwide

infrastructure connects consumers with the

recycler and is called Sigurec. By employing

sophisticated innovation and technology,

Green Group engages retailers, citizens and

communities in the effort to divert recyclables

from landfills.

"After four years as a shareholder the EBRD

is proud to complete its role in Green Group.

Our finance and advice has helped the com-

pany become the largest integrated recycling

group in south-eastern Europe with real value

and potential. We are confident that Abris

Capital will take Green Group, as well as recy-

cling in Romania, to the next level," noted Mat-

teo Patrone, Regional Director for EBRD op-

erations in Romania and Bulgaria.

With its new shareholder structure, Green

Group targets consolidation of its waste col-

lection system, extension of the integrated re-

cycling park and listing its shares on the Bu-

charest Stock Exchange. "We are delighted to

have been able to secure a new strong part-

ner for the long-term development of our

group," added Clement Hung, the founder and

CEO of Green Group.

The investment of EBRD in Green Group's

shares in 2011 amounted to EUR 6,8 million.

To date, the Bank has invested over EUR 7

billion in Romania and has also mobilised

more than EUR 14 billion from other sources

of financing.

Serbian SMEs to receive 30 million

from EBRD via Komercijalna Banka

Support from the European Bank for Recon-

struction and Development (EBRD) to private

entrepreneurs in Serbia is to be increased with

more access to finance for small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs). Komercijalna Banka,

the second-largest bank in Serbia by assets,

will get EUR 30 million from the EBRD as an

extension of a three-year loan. The Serbian

bank will then on-lend the funds to its SME cli-

ents, with a focus on rural areas and regions

outside the capital. In this way, Komercijalna

Banka will diversify its funding base and pro-

mote private sector investment and economic

recovery. The transaction will also enable con-

tinued liquidity in the SME loan market. The

EBRD has invested EUR 4,2 billion in various

sectors of the Serbian economy to date.

"SMEs are one of the key drivers of the econ-

omy in Serbia, and the EBRD's cooperation

with Komercjalna Banka, a market leader in

SME financing, will promote a healthy SME

sector in the country," explained Phil Bennett,

First Vice President of the EBRD.

"We have long considered SMEs to be one

of the most dynamic segments in Serbia. In

the upcoming period SMEs will take even

greater priority and a share in Komercijalna

Banka's total portfolio. The loan agreement

we have signed will act as a double incen-

tive. Firstly, we will have an even stronger

source of funding under more favourable

terms, and secondly, we will strengthen our

cooperation with a world-renowned partner

that is also our second largest shareholder.

The EBRD's decision to support SMEs

proves that our business orientation and

plans are correct. What is even more impor-

tant is that the end-users of these loans will

benefit most," added Alexander Picker, CEO

of Komercijalna Banka.

EBRD improves stability of the power

system in Bosnia and Herzegovina

The European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (EBRD) will provide EUR 8,5 mil-

lion for critical upgrades required for sustainable

and efficient operation of the electricity transmis-

sion system in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH).

The beneficiary is the Independent System

Operator of Bosnia and Herzegovina (ISO

BiH), a state-owned company responsible for

the operation of the electricity transmission

grid in the country. The funds will be spent on

replacement and upgrade of the outdated en-

ergy management system (EMS), the supervi-

sory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

systems and introduction of new IT systems.

In line with the requirements of the European

Network of Transmission System Operators

for Electricity (ENTSO-E) the necessary infra-

structure will also be constructed.

"We are very appreciative of the EBRD's

commitment to Bosnia and Herzegovina's

power sector. This is an important transaction

for ISO BiH. It will lead to the modernisation of

our systems and ensure that ISO is fully

equipped to deal with the increased responsi-

bility it will inherit as BiH implements the EU's

third energy package," said Josip Dolic, Gen-

eral Manager of ISO.

The investment will help create a competitive

balancing and ancillary services market. The

improvement of the power grid is expected to

reduce both technical losses in the system and

the carbon intensity of the BiH energy sector.

"This is an important project which will signifi-

cantly improve the reliability of the country's pow-

er system and reduce power losses and carbon

emissions. It will help Bosnia and Herzegovina

on its path to meeting EU standards in the power

sector," commented Ian Brown, Head of the

EBRD office in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The EBRD has invested over EUR 1,8 billion

in more than 127 projects in Bosnia and

Herzegovina since the start of its operations

in the country. The Bank invests mainly in in-

frastructure development, support for small

and medium-sized enterprises and the

strengthening of the financial sector.

Source: EBRD

Source: EBRD

Source: EBRD
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SEE Energy

Siemens to install 54-megawatt onshore

wind power plant in western Turkey

Siemens has been awarded an order for the Kinik
onshore wind power plant in the Turkish province of
Kinik, located 80 kilometers north of the city of Izmir.
17 direct drive wind turbines rated at 3,2 megawatts
(MW) capacity each will be installed at the onshore
project close to the coast of the Aegean Sea. Custom-
er Esinti Enerji A.S. also consigned maintenance to Si-
emens in the framework of a 10-year service contract
including advanced remote monitoring and diagnostics.
Installation of the wind turbines will start in summer
with commissioning scheduled for autumn 2016.

The Kinik site in the coastal region of western Tur-
key offers excellent wind conditions, as it is located
along a mountainous ridge exposed to strong breez-
es from the Aegean Sea. The Siemens SWT-3.2-
108 wind turbines feature an advanced performance
with their 108-meter rotor diameters and direct drive
technology with a highly efficient permanent magnet
generator. Compared to geared units, these turbines
have half as many parts and considerably less mov-
ing components. The 17 wind turbines at the 54 MW
Kinik wind farm will be installed on steel towers with
a hub height of 79,5 meters. Towers will be sourced
regionally to provide maximum impact to the local
economy. Furthermore, the local economy will ben-
efit from construction works and long term employ-
ment within the scope of service and maintenance
of the project.

"With a fleet of around 100 wind turbines installed
over the last six years, Turkey is becoming more and
more important for Siemens," said Thomas Richterich,
CEO Onshore at Siemens Wind Power and Renew-
ables Division. "We are glad to collaborate with Esinti
Enerji A.S., as Kinik has a high significance for the re-
gion - reducing CO2 emissions by approximately 100

000 tons per year and providing a large contribution to
the local economy."

Siemens Wind Power entered the Turkish wind
market in 2009. Since then 235 MW of generating
capacity have been commissioned by Siemens
Wind Power and another 350 MW are already under
construction or contracted.

The EC approved the agreement allowing

the Southern Gas Corridor to enter Europe

The European Commission (EC) has approved the
Host Government Agreement between the Trans Adri-
atic Pipeline and Greek authorities, concluding that it is
in line with EU state aid rules. Serving as a European
leg of the Southern Gas Corridor, the Trans Adriatic
Pipeline will connect the EU market to new gas sourc-
es and will additionally improve the security and diver-
sity of EU energy supplies with no disturbance of the
competition in the single market.

"Today's decision opens the way for a multi-billion
infrastructure project in Greece. The Trans Adriatic
Pipeline will bring new gas to the EU and increase the
security of energy supply for Southeast Europe. The
investment incentives offered by the Greek Govern-
ment are limited to what is necessary to make the
project happen and in compliance with state aid rules,"
commented the Commissioner in charge of competi-
tion policy Margrethe Vestager.

The Trans Adriatic Pipepile has an initial capacity of
ten billion cubic metres of gas annually and is planned
to start transporing gas from the Shah Deniz II field in
Azerbaijan to the European market in 2020. The infra-
structure will extend from the Greek border via Alba-
nia, to the Adriatic Sea and then Southern Italy, where
it will connect to the Italian gas transportation grid. The
joint venture consisting of several energy companies -
the Trans Adriatic Pipeline AG (TAP) - is the builder
and operator of the pipeline. The company will be in-
vesting EUR 5,6 billion over five years in the project, of
which EUR 2,3 billion are planned for Greece.

The Greek authorities and TAP completed a Host
Government Agreement, which sets out the way in
which TAP will construct and operate the pipeline.
The agreement also defines the respective obliga-
tions of both parties and in particular, it provides
TAP with a specific tax regime for 25 years from the
start of the commercial operations. This gives the
company the possibility of gaining an economic ad-
vantage over its competitors who would not have
any specific tax regime agreements, and therefore
involves state aid in the meaning of the EU rules.

The measure has been assessed by the Commis-
sion under its 2014 Guidelines on the topics of state
aid for energy and environmental protection. These
guidelines constitute the exact conditions that must
be present for such an aid to be considered compat-
ible. The central, most important condition is that
the measure must further objectives of common in-
terest. On these grounds the Commission found that
the Trans Adriatic Pipeline will contribute to the fur-
ther diversification of European energy supply
sources and routes, as it will bring gas from the Cas-
pian Sea region and potentially the Middle East to
the EU. Thanks to the extra volumes of gas and new
supply route, the competition on the European gas
market will be increased.

The commission additionally concluded that the con-
struction of the pipeline will require substantial direct
investment over several years before any revenue will
be generated. Since the project will be funded entirely
by private investment, it is expected to generate reve-
nues in its Greek part only from the tariffs paid by cli-
ents shipping gas on the pipeline. This means that the
project would be unlikely to be carried out without aid
in the form of a specific tax regime. According to the
tax regime agreement, whether tax rates increase or
decrease, TAP will pay more or less tax than it would
without the aid. If the rates increase then the aid will be
limited to the minimum tax benefit for TAP.

This particular scheme limits the maximum benefit
for TAP via a built in adjustment mechanism. If the
Greek equivalent applicable tax rate were to rise or
fall beyond 20%, the adjustment mechanism comes
into effect and TAP's contribution is recalculated.
This process is to be monitored by the Greek au-
thorities in order to ensure that project complies with
the methodology and therefore the aid is restricted
to the minimum necessary amount.

Source: Siemens

Source: Trans Adriatic Pipeline
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